
Force Cargo Boxes 
The diamond-textured AeroSkin lid is durable, aerodynamic, and 
provides greater garage access without sacrificing box capacity. 
Dual-side openings allow you to easily unload or load the box from 
either side of the vehicle. 2 included locks secure the box’s content. 
Fits Thule rack systems, round bars and most factory racks

Canyon Roof Basket 
A wedge-shaped, low-profile design and tapered side walls makes 
loading and unloading easier. The front-facing wind fairing helps air 
flow over your cargo rather than into it.

Vertex 2/Vertex 4 Bike Rack 
The unique arcing design makes it easier to load and unload, provides 
better ground clearance, and gives you greater distance between 
your bikes for easy and secure transport. The Vertex is a standout 
compared to the competition because it can fold down when not in 
use, allowing for hatch or tailgate access without the need to remove 
it. The cradle cushions also contain deep channels for your bike’s 
cables, avoiding any potential pinching that less quality racks cause.

Big Mouth Upright Bike Carrier 
An affordable rock-solid upright carrier that features an easy to use 
self-adjusting jaw clamp. It automatically wraps around the downtube 
for precise frame hold.
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10% OFF 3 BIKE CARRIERS

+ A FREE FLOOR DISPLAY!

10% OFF 2 ROOFTOP CARRIERS
ROOFTOP CARRIERS MSRP DLR Cost PROMO Cost

Canyon Roof Basket $309 $247.20 $222.48
Force L 624 Cargo Box $449 $359.20 $323.28
Force XL 625 Cargo Box $499 $399.2 $359.28

BIKE CARRIERS MSRP DLR Cost PROMO Cost

Big Mouth Upright Bike Carrier $199 $159.20 $143.28
Vertex 2 Bike Hitch Rack $269 $215.20 $193.68

Mix-and-match 2 rooftop 
carriers by Thule and receive 

10% off your order.
 PLUS mix-and-match 3 bike 
carriers by Thule to receive a 

10% discount AND a free floor 
display* for your showroom.

*Must order 3 Vertex Bike Racks to qualify for free floor display.
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Force Cargo Box on a 2016 Buick Encore 

Big Mouth Upright Bike Carrier on a 2016 Buick Encore 


